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QUESTION 1

In what order should the eDiscovery Platform servers be upgraded in a distributed architecture deployment? 

A. the Cluster Master server, the remote database server, any worker nodes 

B. any worker nodes, the Cluster Master server, the remote database server 

C. the remote database server, the Cluster Master server, any worker nodes 

D. the remote database server, any worker nodes, the Cluster Master server 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement accurately describes the functionality of archiving a collection? 

A. the archived collection data is available in active view 

B. the archived collection data is moved to an Enterprise Vault archive 

C. the archived collection data is removed from Symantec eDiscovery Platform 

D. the archived collection data is available for restore 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two capabilities are benefits of deploying Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0? (Select two.) 

A. the Legal Hold Module prevents the deletion of emails on the email server 

B. its intuitive interface greatly improves the productivity of legal and IT staff 

C. it eliminates attorney document review with Transparent Predictive Coding 

D. it negates the need to perform collections against Microsoft Exchange servers 

E. the product can be deployed as a single unified application or it can be customized to specific needs 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the purpose of a Collection Set? 

A. to filter by keyword or phrase 



B. to collect data from multiple source types 

C. to copy collections from multiple tasks and across multiple collections 

D. to contain data from multiple source types within a single collection 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement accurately describes derived emails that can be found in a discussion chain? 

A. they can be reviewed and tagged 

B. they can be found using \\'find similar\\' 

C. they are shown for thread clarity 

D. they are shown as an item in the filter 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

The OnSite Collector is being used for PC collections. Users report that the Destination Free Space Remaining field
displays "Invalid path" and they are unable to continue. 

Which step must the administrator perform to resolve the problem? 

A. re-run the Launch OnSite Collector application and try again 

B. manually select the correct network destination 

C. verify the computer\\'s network connection and try again 

D. re-install the Launch Onsite Collector application 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

What can be done to improve accuracy when searching audio content? 

A. ensure that numbers are entered as digits 

B. enter a phrase rather than a single word 

C. ensure separate languages are searched separately 

D. enter multiple phrases in a comma-separated single line 



Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

What are the core functional areas of the Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0? 

A. Legal Hold; Identification and Collection; Processing; Search and Analysis; Review; Production; Presentation 

B. Data Loss Prevention; Legal Hold; Identification and Collection; Processing; Search and Analysis; Review;
Production 

C. Data Classification; Legal Hold; Processing; Search and Analysis; Review; Production 

D. Legal Hold; Identification and Collection; Processing; Search and Analysis; Review; Production 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

While creating new users, an administrator notices fields for \\'Identity Source\\' and \\'Search for user\\' in the \\'User
Profiles\\' tab. 

What does the presence of these fields indicate about the configuration of the Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0
environment? 

A. the System > Users area is customized for the corporation 

B. the appliance is configured for LDAP authentication 

C. the LDAP Configuration Tester in Support Features needs to be rerun 

D. users can be designated as Enterprise, but are unable to be designated as Local 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

An administrator has received the following error message: Unable to acquire lease on server. Waiting... 

What is a cause for this error message? 

A. Enterprise Vault services are stopped 

B. other eDiscovery Jobs are running against the same Enterprise Vault servers 

C. the Enterprise Vault Collection license is invalid 

D. Port 135 is blocked on the firewall 

Correct Answer: B 



 

 

QUESTION 11

A Case Team needs to create a production with all documents rendered to TIFF. The production will include all
responsive documents, along with several that have been tagged as Hot. 

How should the production be configured to print CONFIDENTIAL at the bottom of each page of the Hot documents? 

A. Images Production > Header/Footer > Footer > Tag > Custom Name 

B. Images Production > Header/Footer > Custom Text > Footer > Tag 

C. Images Production > Header/Footer > Tag > Watermark Text > Footer 

D. Images Production > Header/Footer > Footer > Free Text > Tag 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

What is the difference between an \\'Invalid Case\\' and a \\'Recoverable Case\\'? 

A. Invalid Case means the case integrity is compromised and must be restored and Recoverable Case means a minor
error occurred 

B. both statuses indicate the case is unavailable for processing 

C. recoverable Case means the case is currently being backed up and Invalid Case means case is available for
processing 

D. both Invalid Case and Recoverable Case indicate the case is offline 

Correct Answer: A 
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